EVALUATION FILE
EXPERIMENT
Date : 04.12.10
Name of experiment: Biology
I am a student from:

□

France

□

Germany

X

Italy

□

Poland

1. I have found the experiment session
21%
Very interesting
72%
Interesting
7%
Not very interesting
0%
Of no interest
2. I have found the experiment session
0%
Very surprising
50%
Surprising
50%
Quite similar to what I am used to
0%
Totally similar to what I am used to
3. I have learnt something new
30 % In science (physics, chemistry or biology)
Justify in a few words :
___N/A___________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
24% In handling experiments
Justify in a few words : _____To work independently and learn to lead a group of people
working on a project._________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
41% In using new equipment
Justify in a few words :
N/A______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
None of these

5 % I had already handled a similar experiment in my school
I already knew the science knowledge involved
other: ________________________________________

4. I have found the experiment
29%
Very easy to handle
57%
Easy handle
14%
Difficult to handle
0%
Very difficult to handle
If “difficult” or “very difficult” justify in a few words;
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
5. It was

21%
79%
0%
0%

very easy
Easy
Difficult
Very difficult

for me to understand the instructions

If “difficult” or “very difficult”, it was due to
□ The language barrier
□ The instructions themselves (scientific content)
6. The language training I received before coming has been
21% Very useful
79% Useful
0% Not so useful
0%
Useless
If “not so useful” or “useless” justify with ticking
0% I am used to being given instructions in English during experimenting sessions
0%
I already mastered the required lexis
0%
There were too many words to remember/learn
0%
The training was not relevant for this experiment session
0%
In spite of the training I still had difficulties in understanding the instructions
other : __________________________________________________________
7. I have found the student instructors (tick the appropriate)
24%
Efficient
24%
Clear
24%
Helpful
0%
Friendly
0%
Not clear
0%
Not efficient
If “not clear” or “not efficient”, please justify in a few words:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

EVALUATION FILE
EXPERIMENT
Date : 04.12.10
Name of experiment: Chemistry
I am a student from:

□

France

□

Germany

X

Italy

□

Poland

8. I have found the experiment session
66%
Very interesting
34%
Interesting
0%
Not very interesting
0%
Of no interest
9. I have found the experiment session
27%
Very surprising
46%
Surprising
27%
Quite similar to what I am used to
0%
Totally similar to what I am used to
10. I have learnt something new
21% In science (physics, chemistry or biology)
Justify in a few words :
___N/A___________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
33% In handling experiments
Justify in a few words : _____To work independently and learn to lead a group of people
working on a project._________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
46% In using new equipment
Justify in a few words :
N/A______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
None of these

0% I had already handled a similar experiment in my school
I already knew the science knowledge involved
other: ________________________________________

11. I have found the experiment
13%
Very easy to handle
80%
Easy handle
7%
Difficult to handle
0%
Very difficult to handle
If “difficult” or “very difficult” justify in a few words;
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
12. It was

27%
66%
7%
0%

very easy
Easy
Difficult
Very difficult

for me to understand the instructions

If “difficult” or “very difficult”, it was due to
The language barrier
100% The instructions themselves (scientific content)
13. The language training I received before coming has been
34% Very useful
66% Useful
0% Not so useful
0%
Useless
If “not so useful” or “useless” justify with ticking
0% I am used to being given instructions in English during experimenting sessions
0%
I already mastered the required lexis
0%
There were too many words to remember/learn
0%
The training was not relevant for this experiment session
0%
In spite of the training I still had difficulties in understanding the instructions
other : __________________________________________________________
14. I have found the student instructors (tick the appropriate)
36%
Efficient
23%
Clear
27%
Helpful
14%
Friendly
0%
Not clear
0%
Not efficient
If “not clear” or “not efficient”, please justify in a few words:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

EVALUATION FILE
EXPERIMENT
Date : 04.12.10
Name of experiment: Physics
I am a student from:

□

France

□

Germany

X

Italy

□

Poland

15. I have found the experiment session
0%
Very interesting
38%
Interesting
57%
Not very interesting
5%
Of no interest
16. I have found the experiment session
0%
Very surprising
43%
Surprising
50%
Quite similar to what I am used to
7%
Totally similar to what I am used to
17. I have learnt something new
79% In science (physics, chemistry or biology)
Justify in a few words :
___N/A___________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
0% In handling experiments
Justify in a few words : _____To work independently and learn to lead a group of people
working on a project._________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
14% In using new equipment
Justify in a few words :
N/A______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
None of these

7% I had already handled a similar experiment in my school

I already knew the science knowledge involved
other: ________________________________________

18. I have found the experiment
43%
Very easy to handle
50%
Easy handle
7%
Difficult to handle
0%
Very difficult to handle
If “difficult” or “very difficult” justify in a few words;
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
19. It was

93%
7%
0%
0%

very easy
Easy
Difficult
Very difficult

for me to understand the instructions

If “difficult” or “very difficult”, it was due to
The language barrier
The instructions themselves (scientific content)
20. The language training I received before coming has been
29% Very useful
71% Useful
0% Not so useful
0%
Useless
If “not so useful” or “useless” justify with ticking
0% I am used to being given instructions in English during experimenting sessions
0%
I already mastered the required lexis
0%
There were too many words to remember/learn
0%
The training was not relevant for this experiment session
0%
In spite of the training I still had difficulties in understanding the instructions
other : __________________________________________________________
21. I have found the student instructors (tick the appropriate)
14%
Efficient
37%
Clear
28%
Helpful
21%
Friendly
0%
Not clear
0%
Not efficient
If “not clear” or “not efficient”, please justify in a few words:

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

